Implementing the Accelerated Students Assessment Plan

Texas Legislature passed HB 3 providing ACT/SAT funding for all Texas districts (June 2019)

2019–20 accountability cycle began (June 2019)

Texas provided districts guidance for ACT/SAT reimbursement (Fall 2019)

(Technological Center for Assessment) TTAC provides recommendations on ACT/SAT technical implementation (Winter 2019–20)

Texas submits SAT/ACT plan to USDE for approval (Spring 2020)

2020–21 accountability cycle begins. Texas fully implements accelerated students assessment plan (Summer 2020)

Texas submitted SAT/ACT plan to USDE for approval (Spring 2020)

TTAC provides recommendations on ACT/SAT technical implementation (Winter 2019–20)

Texas develops policies with accountability advisory committees and adopts data collection and reporting rules (Winter 2019)

2020–21 accountability cycle begins. Texas fully implements accelerated students assessment plan (Summer 2020)

USDE denied Texas’s 2018–19 accelerated students waiver (Fall 2019)

2020–21 accountability cycle begins. Texas fully implements accelerated students assessment plan (Summer 2020)

2020–21 accountability cycle begins. Texas fully implements accelerated students assessment plan (Summer 2020)